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ABOUT THE RESILIENCE SHIFT

The Resilience Shift exists to inspire and empower a global 
community to make the world safer through resilient infrastructure. 
More people than ever depend on the critical infrastructure 
systems that provide essential energy, water, transport and 
communications services, and underpin food, healthcare and 
education. When this infrastructure fails the consequences can be 
catastrophic. 

Supported by Lloyd’s Register Foundation and Arup, the 
Resilience Shift provides knowledge and tools for those 
responsible for planning, financing, designing, delivering, 
operating and maintaining critical infrastructure systems. Our aim 
is to ensure infrastructure systems are able to withstand, adapt to, 
and recover quickly from anticipated or unexpected shocks and 
stresses - now and in the future.

ABOUT THE ELECTRIC INFRASTRUCTURE SECURITY (EIS) 
COUNCIL

EIS Council hosts national and international resilience planning,  
training and research for complex, large scale catastrophe 
scenarios.  As the founder of a unique, multi-sector systems 
engineering-framed resilience planning process and the all-sector, 
all-nation EARTH EX® exercise series, the Council also works with 
private and public sector leaders to develop critical tools needed 
to address such catastrophes.

DEFINING RESILIENCE

Resilience is the ability to withstand, adapt to changing 
conditions, and recover positively from shocks and stresses. 
Resilient infrastructure will therefore be able to continue to provide 
essential services, due to its ability to withstand, adapt and 
recover positively from whatever shocks and stresses it may face 
now and in the future. 
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Foreword

O ur infrastructure is interconnected and interdependent. A major 
incident in one location can cascade rapidly and have an 
impact on critical infrastructure systems elsewhere, affecting 

their ability to function, to connect communities, provide essential 
services, or to protect society.  

A ‘black sky hazard’ is defined by the EIS Council as ‘a catastrophic 
event that severely disrupts the normal functioning of our critical 
infrastructures in multiple regions for long durations’. How well 
prepared are we for such an event? The impacts of a major loss of 
electricity supply would rapidly expand into water, communications, 
food supply, finance, and beyond.  

The Resilience Shift is pleased to have partnered with the pioneers 
at the Electric Infrastructure Security Council (EIS Council) to explore 
how a simulated catastrophic scenario encourages multi-sector 
stakeholders to think about their role within the whole system 
and challenge their response and recovery plans. The EARTH EX 
exercises presented in this report, pioneered by the EIS Council, are 
an important step towards multi-sector resilience planning. 

The Resilience Shift team
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Executive summary 

In partnership with the EIS Council, the 
Resilience Shift hosted the EARTH EX all-sector, 
resilience planning UK exercises during winter 
2019 as part of the wider exploration around a 
common understanding of resilience in practice, 
within and between sectors. These exercises 
are the first step in contributing to a world-wide, 
multi-sector resilience planning activity.

This report reviews the activities undertaken and 
lessons learned from EARTH EX London and 
Glasgow exercises to assess the current status 
of resilience planning for critical sectors in the 
UK, and to assist in understanding gaps needed 
to help with future planning. 

The report highlights the perspectives offered 
by the wide range of participants and explores 
the topics covered by the facilitated exercise 
discussion, including the global impact of a 
black sky catastrophe in a different nation, the 
challenges and priorities for sustaining critical 
sectors, and the implications for the finance, 
electric and water sectors.

In assessing the current status of coordinated 
resilience planning for extreme disasters, there 
was broad consensus from participants that 
there are serious gaps spanning all sectors, 
from food and medicine to transportation, 
security and especially finance, both in the UK 
and other nations. They noted that we have 
not lived through disasters that could motivate 
such planning and highlighted the importance 
of exercises simulating large scale, complex 
catastrophe scenarios to raise awareness and 
encourage action.

In cases where at least partial planning does 
exist, it generally presumes time scales for 
disruption that are far too short. While key 
planning gaps were identified in essentially all 
sectors, widely deployed, all-sector emergency 
communication was pointed out as particularly 
vital.

THE KEY TAKEAWAY  

Participants broadly concurred that, given 
the pace of globalization, the use of scenario 
exercises – here, the devastating international 
impact of a complex catastrophe in any major 
nation – represents a serious opportunity that 
should inform resilience planning globally. 
Summarized near the end of this report, EARTH 
EX III/19, a unique all-sector, all-nation resilience 
exercise, provides an example of this in 
practice. Crucially, participants pointed out that 
such planning could greatly enhance resilience 
for hazards on any scale, both nationally and 
internationally.
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Introduction 

Nations and business sectors today 
have become integrally, even organically 
interconnected, resulting in remarkable new 
levels of efficiency and productivity, and 
explosive growth of a wide spectrum of new 
products and services. But the flip side of 
interconnectivity is interdependency, and this 
fundamental change has brought the modern 
world an unprecedented, all-encompassing 
vulnerability.  

In today’s new reality, a national-scale 
catastrophe striking any major nation would 
disrupt the international economic system, and 
the supply chains that sustain the economies 
of all nations, on an unprecedented scale. Any 
such crisis could threaten business viability and 
societal continuity world-wide. 

If we, collectively, wish to be capable of 
surviving and recovering from such events, 
carefully coordinated, cost-effective multisector 
resilience planning will be crucial. 

Speakers during 
the break at 

EARTH EX London

Continued operation and interconnectivity of 
at least key elements of critical infrastructure 
will be essential. Given the scale of modern 
interdependencies, planning must go even 
farther –  spanning all critical business, 
infrastructure, financial and government sectors, 
and must evolve to span essentially all nations. 
Important examples of such planning are taking 
place in some of the world’s major nations – and 
may soon become more widely available.

This work is focusing on the needs of firstly, 
government agencies that have a key role in 
both UK and multinational advance planning 
and real time coordination, and a role in 
development of critical all-hazard tools. 
Secondly, it aims to benefit corporations, 
including those directly providing critical 
infrastructure services, and those whose 
supplies and services are essential to the 
functionality of infrastructure providers.

The international business continuity dilemma
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Exercise design, goals 
and framing

01

Scene from 
EARTH EX BSP.

In this scene from 
the Module 2 inject 

of the EARTH 
EX exercise 

participants are 
brought into 

a conference 
call at the U.S. 

National Response 
Coordination 

Center, as the 
President’s Chief 

of Staff and the 
Administrator 
of the Federal 

Emergency 
Management 

Agency (FEMA) 
and Secretaries of 
Federal Agencies 
work to respond 

to a Black Sky 
catastrophe.

E ARTH EX London and Glasgow 
explored the national and international 
consequences, and critical resilience 

planning opportunities, associated with an 
extreme Black Sky-scale catastrophe taking 
place in a major nation.  

Such disasters, and the hazards that could 
cause them – from a large scale cyber or 
electro-magnetic pulse (EMP) attack to strikes 
on key grid nodes, regional earthquakes in 
critical regions or extreme space or terrestrial 
weather, are seen as emerging risks associated 
with today’s modern, highly interdependent 
infrastructure and supply chain sectors.  

Hazards in this class would typically result 
in widely distributed damage causing long 
duration, multi-region power outages, and 
cascading failure of all other infrastructure, 
resource and service sectors. While this exercise 
presumes an EMP1 attack, the impacts and 
resilience opportunities are similar for all such 
hazards. 
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Background

The EARTH EX Black Sky2 Planning (BSP) 
engine uses a video-rich exercise ‘inject’ 
format to introduce the unique challenges and 
resilience requirements for Black Sky-scale, 
subcontinent scale catastrophes.  The evolution 
of such a crisis would be similar for most major 
nations. The fundamental impact and needs 
associated with such a catastrophe – including 
for nations other than the one experiencing the 
disaster – may be explored by supplementing 
the video inject with an additional, external 
point of view. EARTH EX London and Glasgow 
achieved this by bringing in UK perspectives for 
an extreme disaster taking place in the U.S.

Using this expanded version of the exercise 
engine facilitated discussion and planning by 
participants from all business and government 
sectors, responded to reporting from simulated 
news broadcasts and updates from the UK 
Cabinet Office, and participated in simulated 
conference calls taking place in the US Federal 
Emergency Management Agency’s (FEMA) 
National Recovery Coordination Center 
(NRCC) in Washington D.C.  In simulation, 
the U.S. President’s Chief of Staff and FEMA 
Administrator presided over meetings with 
the Cabinet Secretaries of federal agencies 
and departments, and executives from critical 
sectors, as they tried to work through the crisis.  

As with the basic EARTH EX engine, in this 
expanded exercise two scenarios were explored 
in facilitated discussion.  

In the first module – a catastrophe taking 
place in the very near term – decision makers 
are limited to use of existing, actual plans, 
policies and assets. The second module – 
taking place in about five years – allows use of 
a far wider selection of planning, resilience and 
recovery assets and tools presumed to have 
become available through focused public and 
private sector investment and planning.  Both 
modules support consideration of the two 
relevant perspectives – a catastrophic event 
occurring in-country or in a different, major 
nation.

The scope of such catastrophes was illustrated 
by Lord Toby Harris

Regardless of the initiating event, Lord Harris 
pointed out, schools would close, sending 
children home and reducing availability of critical 
staff in most organizations, as would disrupted 
transportation.  Crises at home would have 
a similar impact, since refrigerators will not 
operate and water and sewage systems will not 
function in multistory buildings, making many 
homes uninhabitable.  And given the scale and 
duration of such crises, health care facilities and 
hospitals will only function to a limited degree 
and for a limited duration. 

(1) An Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) is generated by detonation 
of a nuclear warhead at medium to high altitudes, resulting in 
a damaging electromagnetic field affecting a region spanning 
thousands of kilometers. 
(2) “Black Sky.” This term, gaining increasing prominence in its 
use by business continuity planners in industry and government, 
refers to a long duration, subcontinent scale complex catastrophe 
associated with a subcontinent-scale power grid outage. A 
catastrophe on this scale, typically involving distributed damage 
to generation, transmission and distribution assets, would result 
in cascading failure of all other infrastructures, business and 
government sectors.
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Exercise goal

At the highest level, both the basic and 
expanded versions of the EARTH EX exercise 
engine and facilitation are designed to host 
professional, multi-sector coordinated systems 
engineering-framed planning by a wide range 
of private and public sector corporations, 
government agencies and organizations in any 
nation.  

Based on years of research and collaboration 
with operational leaders of many sectors, its 
uniquely involving format is designed to allow 
participants to virtually experience a catastrophe 
on this scale. This virtual, personal experience 
provides a rich and detailed background that 
can function similarly to the compelling lessons 
learned experiences that, following disasters 

on any scale, function as motivational and 
informational resources for action-oriented, 
realistic, effective planning.  

As both hazards and collective, interdependent 
sector vulnerabilities expand, such approaches 
are becoming essential to effective resilience 
planning for scenarios too societally crippling to 
wait for the post-event “20-20 hindsight” that 
has historically motivated and informed such 
planning.

‘Enabling deeply engaged, action-focused discussion and planning’

Facilitated discussion in the EARTH EX Glasgow Exercise 
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From EARTH 
EX London & 

Glasgow:

UK News (top);   
US News (bottom)
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EARTH EX London and 
Glasgow: detailed report

T his exercise required developing 
an upgrade adding unique 
capabilities to the existing EARTH 

EX BSP engine, leveraged for the 
first time in the London and Glasgow 
exercises.

First, the expanded exercise broke new ground 
in considering vulnerabilities introduced by 
the fast-accelerating globalisation affecting all 
sectors and nations today. The exercise engine 
was enhanced to enable its use in evaluating 
the impact of a Black Sky hazard occurring to 
a different nation or region. Participants in the 
London and Glasgow exercises considered 
the interactive, multi-sector planning needed 
to address the local impact of a national-scale 
complex catastrophe occurring to a different G7 
nation.

Second, as a related objective, this 
supplemented version of the exercise was 
designed as a tool to introduce leaders from 
corporate and government sectors in any nation 
to a relevant, well-defined extreme hazard 
scenario, as a starting point for careful, systems 
engineering-framed follow-on multi-sector 
planning.  

With such planning already moving forward 
in the United Kingdom, the exercise provided 
an excellent opportunity for evaluation of its 
value and credibility to participants already 
experienced with such multi-sector planning.  

Third, in this regard, EARTH EX London and 
Glasgow functioned as an exportable template, 
useable, with suitable modifications, to initiate 
and host similar systems engineering-framed 
multi-sector hazard planning by many other 
nations.

02

EARTH EX London venue

Objectives
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Approximately 40 leaders from a wide range of 
infrastructure, government and service sectors 
met in London on 28 February 2019, with a 
smaller group of about 12 participating in a 
smaller, detail-oriented version of the exercise 
that took place the following week in Glasgow, 
Scotland, on 4 March 2019.  

EARTH EX London

Participation

• Finance

• Electricity

• Water

• Food

• Fuel

• Healthcare

• Telecommunications

• Academia

• Police

• NGO

• Engineering

• Emergency management

• Local and central government 
sectors

Participating sectors included: 
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AVI SCHNURR

CEO of the Electric Infrastructure 
Security (EIS) Council

JULIET MIAN

Resilience Shift Technical 
Director

BRIGADIER GENERAL 
(RET.)  JOHN HELTZEL

EIS Council Resilience Planning 
Director

XAVIER ALDEA BORRUEL

Resilience Shift Programme 
Manager

LORD TOBY HARRIS

EPRO Coordinator in the UK for 
EIS Council (hosting multi-sector 
coordinated resilience planning)

In their introductory remarks, speakers offered 
perspectives on the changing character of 
societal vulnerability, and the implications for 
changing resilience paradigms.

The exercises were introduced by remarks from:  

Introductory remarks: Black Sky resilience 
in our changing world
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JULIET MIAN (INFRASTRUCTURE 
ADVISOR, RESILIENCE SHIFT AND 
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, ARUP)

Juliet opened the London exercise with a review 
of the Resilience Shift, its structure and mission, 
and its applicability to the changing nature 
of societal hazards. She characterized the 
Resilience Shift as a global initiative designed to 
catalyze resilience within and between critical 
infrastructure sectors in different nations, as an 
approach to address this changing reality.  

XAVIER ALDEA BORRUEL 
(RESILIENCE SHIFT PROGRAMME 
MANAGER)

Xavier built on this theme in the Glasgow 
exercise, explaining that the Resilience 
Shift’s focus is encouraging use of practical, 
integrated system approaches, tools and 
transformative technologies. It works to leverage 
such capabilities internationally to encourage 
resilience in different nations and sectors. 

AVI SCHNURR (CEO, EIS COUNCIL)

Avi focused on the unique nature of Black 
Sky hazards. In today’s interconnected world, 
assessing the resilience investment needed 
for complex catastrophes no longer fits into 
the probabilistic formalism generally used for 
more conventional scale disasters.  Since such 
disasters represent existential risks, the question 
becomes, not probability, but simply:  “Does our 
nation wish to be capable of surviving an event 
of this scale?”  The companion question, he 
suggested, is, “Should we challenge ourselves 
to look for cost effective solutions?” 

If the answer to both questions is positive – 
as it was in these exercises – we must, he 
suggested, collectively and diligently assess the 
vulnerabilities, build systems engineering-framed 
multi-sector resilience planning and make the 
investments needed to enable restoration of our 
organically integrated infrastructures in Black 
Sky scenarios.  

The EARTH EX Exercise Family was designed 
as a tool to help initiate and host such planning.  
With the expanded London and Glasgow 
exercises, the scope of this tool has now been 
enlarged to include the indirect but devastating 
disruption that could arise from catastrophes 
occurring on other shores.
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BRIGADIER GENERAL (RET.)  JOHN 
HELTZEL (RESILIENCE PLANNING 
DIRECTOR, EIS COUNCIL)

John, who was formerly Emergency 
Management Director for the State of Kentucky, 
facilitated the exercise in both venues.  

Among the many recommendations he offered 
during discussion in the exercises, several 
points emerged as particularly key.  

LORD TOBY HARRIS (EPRO 
COORDINATOR IN THE UK FOR EIS 
COUNCIL)

In his remarks on interdependent sector 
resilience in the UK, Lord Harris pointed out 
that if we are to prepare to deal with Black Sky 
hazards, the cause of a long-term outage is 
not the primary concern. To a large degree, the 
same measures would need to be taken to both 
prepare for and recover from such large-scale 
catastrophes.  

The impacts would also be quite similar 
regardless of the initiating event. Schools 
would close, sending children home and 
reducing availability of critical staff in most 
organizations. Health care facilities and hospitals 
could only function to a limited degree, as 
long as their water and wastewater systems 
function, backup power is available and if 
doctors, nurses and other critical staff could 
get to work. The transportation disruption 
that would characterize such events would 
reduce staff availability, as would crises at 
home. Refrigerators, for example, will no longer 
operate, and in multistory buildings pumps will 
not operate, shutting down the water system 
and – if residents are unprepared for such 
an emergency – likely resulting in sewage 
overflows inside the building, making homes 
uninhabitable.  

Without careful, multi-sector planning to sustain 
the population in such events, finding food 
and other essential supplies would become 
impossible. Nearly all commodities today, 
including food, are subject to just-in-time 
production, typically with about three days 
reserve available in stores and distribution 
systems. And without careful finance sector 
planning for such emergencies, purchasing 
available commodities would quickly become 
impossible.

Today all infrastructure is interconnected and, 
therefore, interdependent. The questions around 
BREXIT remind us that such interconnectivity 
could lead to significant crises in the near term, 
especially with travel, food and critical supplies.

KEY RECOMMENDATIONS  

As Gen. Heltzel pointed out, resilience for any 
hazard scenario – and certainly for extreme 
hazards – requires that organizations in each 
sector build planning that responds to the multi-
sector nature of modern societal vulnerabilities.  
Such plans must be based on careful 
assessment of what all partners of a corporation 
or agency will need from it in such hazards, with 
clear communication, in turn, of its needs from 
its partners.  

For extreme hazards, working to improve 
resilience of the local community will be vital.  
Assessing and assuring availability of back up 
generation, emergency water supplies and 
emergency communication, before a hazard 
strikes, are also particularly important. And 
as plans mature, adding training for these 
plans into the regular staff training regimens is 
essential.  
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Streets of New 
York during 2003 

blackout

(Photo by 
Glitchnyc, 
Wikipedia) 

And there are a range of hazards that could 
cause such events. Lord Harris referred to a 
previous, terrorist plan – luckily discovered 
and halted – that would have destroyed 
critical electric substations providing electricity 
to London. EMP or cyber-attacks, extreme 
terrestrial or space weather and earthquakes all 
represent risks – particularly when, due to the 
world’s organic interconnectivity, such hazards 
occurring at extreme scale in another nation 
could precipitate such problems in the United 
Kingdom.

Lord Harris ended his remarks with a quote from 
the movie, “The Twelve Chairs,” as a memorable 
summary of the fundamental principle underlying 
Black Sky resilience: “Hope for the Best. Expect 
the worst. Life is a play. We’re unrehearsed.”  

For additional insights, The Resilience Shift 
interviewed Lord Harris for a feature article in 
the Resilience Shift website, which may be 
accessed here. 

https://www.resilienceshift.org/toby-harris/
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F ollowing the introductory briefings, the 
London and Glasgow exercises provided 
an opportunity for intense multi-sector 

exchanges, as participants considered the 
evolution of a complex catastrophe occurring – 
in the exercise example – in the United States.  

Participating executives used the video-
based injects to evaluate likely UK and global 
consequences of such a disaster, and consider 
the multi-sector systems engineering-framed 
planning and tools that will be essential to 
support infrastructure restoration and sustain 
the population.  

The exercise format and content were widely 
praised – both for building a broad enough 
understanding to catalyze thinking, and for its 
importance in building motivation.  

As one participant put it, “Motivation is key.  
Let me give you an example:  The government 
says companies should have seven days of 
emergency generation.  But we’re not doing 
it – we haven’t lived through disasters on the 
scale that could motivate it.  That’s where this 
exercise comes in.”   

 

Facilitated exercise 
discussion

03

Most corporations are 
not following government 
emergency power 
and fuel resilience 
recommendation.

Why?  

We haven’t lived through 
disasters that could 
motivate it. That’s where 
this exercise comes in.
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While there have been important improvements 
in planning that could help in an extreme 
catastrophe, there was broad consensus in both 
the London and Glasgow exercises that many 
important gaps remain.  Why is this the case?  

“We simply haven’t had very serious disasters 
now for a long time,” a participant commented.   

And that can breed dangerous complacency.

From EARTH 
EX London and 

Glasgow:

In simulation, 
a COBRA 

representative 
in video call 
with EARTH 
EX exercise 

participants.

We simply haven’t 
prepared for a catastrophe 
on this scale.  

Why not?  

Perhaps we’ve had it too 
easy for too long. And that 
breeds complacency.
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There was broad agreement in the exercises on 
the primary vulnerability driving such disasters: 
today’s ubiquitous, all-sector interconnectivity 
and interdependency.  

At its root, this is an inevitable result of 
expanding globalization. In the words of 
one participant, “Everything comes from 
everywhere,” making most important products 
and supplies deeply dependent on global supply 
chains.3 

As a result, the actual hazard causing a Black 
Sky crisis seemed significantly less important 
to participants than their common needs for 
restoration and population sustainment, after it 
hits. The classic malicious hazards and natural 
hazards – from cyber, EMP or kinetic attack on 
grid nodes to large, critically located earthquake 
zones and space or terrestrial weather – all 
represent serious and growing concerns that 
would share, participants concurred, such 
common needs.  

And while the UK government’s new 
recommendation for seven day power outage 
planning was praised as an important step, 
there was consensus that it is still far too short.  
“For a Black Sky-scale outage with distributed 
grid damage in our interdependent world, seven 
days is far too short for planning.”

 

Hazards

For a Black Sky outage 
with distributed grid 
damage, 7 days is far too 
short for planning.

FACILITATED EXERCISE DISCUSSION:

If there is a viable plan, 
public communication will 
be crucial.

With inadequate water, 
food, medicine, societal 
breakdown would make 
the UK rioting of a few 
years ago look minor.

Everything comes from everywhere.

Most products depend on global supply chains. Without 
resilience planning, efficiency improvements often make things 
worse. Sheer bad luck could bring down the grid.
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Cyber and EMP threats, however, were raised 
as particular concerns in the discussion.  

A cyber event, once global networks are 
infected, could rapidly become an international 
catastrophe.  “Cyber could spread on its own,” 
a participant explained.  And in regard to an 
EMP strike, “An EMP attack might be repeated, 
and other nations could be targeted.  We might 
be next.”

However, participants also suggested that, 
given the increasingly tight interconnectivity 
and consequent complexity and fragility of 
the world’s interdependent infrastructures, 
such crises could result from heuristic, chance 
events, with no explicit cause. “Sheer bad luck 
could bring down the grid.” 

(3) The Resilience Shift has further explored the dependency of 
global supply chains on critical infrastructure resilience. The aims 
and outputs of this activity can be accessed here.

Cyber and EMP would 
be particularly serious.  
Cyber could spread on its 
own. An EMP strike might 
be repeated, and other 
nations targeted.  We 
might be next.

From EARTH 
EX London & 

Glasgow:

Riot protection 
would require 

resource

https://www.resilienceshift.org/activities/global-supply-chains/
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Without the coordinated resilience planning 
and tools needed to mitigate such an event, a 
national scale catastrophe in one of the world’s 
major economies would quickly become a 
global disaster. “Disruption of the international 
financial system, global supply chains and sea 
and ground transport would spread the impact 
all over the globe within days.”  

Production, trade and distribution would be 
disrupted at levels making normal economic life 
impossible throughout the world’s industrialized 
economies.  

What would that look like?

Disruption of financial services sectors

If international markets, the global monetary 
system and banking and insurance sectors 
are disrupted, “How do you pay for anything?” 
participants asked. Economies would operate 
largely on a cash basis. Yet “most people don’t 
keep much cash” and cash machines (ATMs) 
would be unusable.  

One participant commented that “the British 
government has a plan for distributing cash in 
such an emergency.” But security, distribution 
and duration of the emergency were all raised 
as important questions for such a scheme.  

And if that scheme does not work out, “What 
should you do if you have no money and you 
need food?” participants asked. “If we’re to 
avoid civil unrest, government communication to 
the public will be crucial to get people to adjust 
to the scope of the situation; to know what to 
do.”

Catastrophe in a G7 nation: impact 
across the globe

FACILITATED EXERCISE DISCUSSION:

This scale of such 
catastrophes will be 
‘contagious.’

Disruption of the global 
financial system and supply 
chains would spread the 
impact everywhere, in 
days.

ATMs won’t work, and 
people don’t keep much 
cash.

How do you pay?  

With limited cash, access 
to food, medicine, fuel 
and everything else will be 
affected.

People are hoarding food 
and medicine even for 
BREXIT.  There could be 
riots.
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Disruption in other supply and service 
sectors: breaking the global supply chain

The financial service sectors are, of course, 
key. With these sectors operating, at best, at 
greatly reduced capacity, everything would be 
affected. Food, pharmaceutical products and 
fuel were all highlighted as particular concerns, 
with problems that will include production, 
transportation and distribution.  

“How will food and medicine be distributed?” 
participants asked. “Nearly all insulin is 
produced outside our borders. If there are 
distribution points, without adequate planning 
and security, supplies will go to the strong, not 
according to need.” 

About half of the UK’s fuel is imported. With 
the scale of global supply chain disruption 
envisioned, that means serious shortages,  
affecting transportation.

The impact to smaller 
nations could be even more 
devastating.  

From EARTH 
EX London & 

Glasgow:

Insurance 
disruption would 

cause shipping 
delays

How will food and medicine be distributed?  

Nearly all insulin is produced outside the UK.  

Without adequate planning, supplies will go to the strong, not those 
who need them.

And the crisis would not be limited to major 
countries. As one participant commented, the 
impact in smaller economies could be even 
more devastating, given their dependency on 
first world markets and trade goods, and the 
importance of their access to global supply 
chains.  

This would be exacerbated for those nations 
where the margin enabling survival, even under 
normal circumstances, is slim.
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A ‘global contagion’ effect was seen by 
participants in both exercise venues as an 
inevitable consequence of globalization: “A 
complex catastrophe in any major nation 
will quickly become everyone’s problem, 
worldwide.”  

Given this unprecedented scale, participants 
then considered prioritization for follow-up 
planning. What is most important?  

The finance sector was identified in both 
exercise venues as particularly critical.  
“Communication and situational awareness are 
at the top of everyone’s list, including the finance 
sector,” one participant commented. “We’ll need 
wide coordination across multiple sectors – and 
that also means multi-sector corporate training – 
and with police and other government services 
tied in.”

And while many organizations plan on using 
satellite phones for backup, there was 
general agreement that these will be seriously 
inadequate. Most switching takes place in 
ground facilities which, beyond a short time, 
require grid operation. In crises affecting 
many people, system utilization rates quickly 
skyrocket, jamming such systems.

Challenges and priorities for sustaining 
critical sectors

A complex catastrophe 
in any major nation will 
quickly become everyone’s 
problem. Worldwide.

FACILITATED EXERCISE DISCUSSION:

Communication and 
situational awareness are 
the most critical priorities. 
But financial exchange, 
emergency generation and 
fuel are not far behind.

We’ll need coordination 
across multiple sectors – 
that means multi-sector 
training, both corporate 
and government. 
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The implication: Participants pointed out that 
a mechanism to support widely distributed 
emergency communication is a fundamental 
need that must be addressed. At a similar level 
of priority, plans must also be developed to 
sustain adequate fuel imports for generating 
stations to minimize power cuts. Adequate 
stockpiles of emergency generators and diesel 
fuel distribution planning were also called out.  
Both will be needed to prolong operation of 
critical facilities and enable shipping of essential 
commodities during an extended crisis.

From EARTH 
EX London & 

Glasgow:

Scottish reporter 
on diversion of 
exported North 
Sea oil into UK 

to replace import 
shortfalls 

We have good coordinated-
planning among emergency 
services groups.  But we are 
not coordinating well with 
local authorities. 
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In the chaotic state that will replace normal 
processes after a Black Sky event, with most 
banking, credit and insurance processes 
disrupted, special measures will be needed to 
enable key sectors needed for restoration and 
population sustainment. 

“This will require cross-sector global business 
continuity planning” spanning finance and 
infrastructure sectors. Participants talked 
about prearranged, appropriately backed and 
internationally viable emergency mechanisms to 
document value exchange as an example.  

Prearranged logging mechanisms would be 
needed to meet the most urgent needs of 
utilities and other critical sectors, and enable 
operation of the most critical dimensions of 
global supply chains.  

But that comes back to the need for widely 
deployed, all-sector communication that 
could operate even when primary telecom 
networks are down in a long power outage.  
“Without effective all-sector communication,” a 
participant pointed out, “you have nothing.”

FACILITATED EXERCISE DISCUSSION:

Implications for the finance sector

With financial services 
disrupted, monetary 
mechanisms will be needed  
to enable restoration and 
population sustainment. 

This will require global 
business continuity 
planning spanning finance 
and infrastructure sectors.

New resilience mechanisms developed by the world’s largest 
financial institutions could provide an excellent foundation for such 
planning.   

Optimizing plans for the differing needs of each corporate and 
government sector will be critical.
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In the discussion, finance sector participants 
referred to new resilience approaches being 
put in place by some of the world’s largest 
banking and financial institutions, with a special 
emphasis on cross-communication and data 
protection.  Such mechanisms could become 
a vital foundation for global business continuity 
planning to address the needs for extreme 
catastrophe scenarios.   

From EARTH 
EX London & 

Glasgow: 

The collapse of 
financial markets 
would affect the 

ability to withdraw 
funds
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Discussion during the exercise ranged 
widely, but with a special focus on impact 
and preparations required for two different 
dimensions of a Black Sky scenario: 

• Direct impact: Dealing with an event which 
directly disrupts operation of a region’s power 
grid and other infrastructures

• Indirect impact: Dealing with impact from 
catastrophe in another major nation.

While finance sector and global supply chain 
disruption in both cases mandate coordinated, 
all-sector systems engineering-framed planning, 
a direct Black Sky hazard would almost certainly 
entail a long duration, wide area power outage.  
With all sectors today intimately dependent 
on stable, continuous electricity, that quickly 
becomes a primary aspect of the catastrophe.  
What can be done? 

Facility backup power

The key question for such hazards: Does your 
organization have emergency power? There 
was considerable discussion of emergency 
generation as a fundamental need. As indicated 
above, participants agreed that critical facilities 
for all sectors should maintain provisions for 
emergency power, with the maintenance and 
fuel required for operation over long periods.  
Where this is not feasible, investment in the 
electrical cabling ‘pigtails’ that can make 
possible quick installation of a mobile generator 
was highlighted. Microgrid installation was also 
mentioned as a large-scale option for groupings 
of vital facilities, though this requires special 
provisions for long duration fuel supplies in a 
disaster.

FACILITATED EXERCISE DISCUSSION:

Implications for the electric  
and water sectors

Water and wastewater

In a major outage, continuous operation of 
water and wastewater systems would typically 
be at risk. The most fundamental requirement 
for people to stay home during a crisis is 
continuous availability of water and wastewater 
service. Hospitals and a wide range of other 
facilities would also become uninhabitable. 
Emergency power will be critical, and if ‘pigtails’ 
are to be provided, understanding the size 
and other characteristics required for a mobile 
generator will also be vital. Provisions are also 
needed for sustained delivery of treatment 
chemicals, and of emergency fuel for generators 
-- potentially a government service. 

The key question:  Does               
your organization have 
emergency power?

 The most fundamental 
requirement for people to 
stay home during a crisis is 
water and wastewater
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The need for improved cross-sector 
coordinated planning

Cross-sector coordinated, systems engineering-
framed planning is as essential for prioritizing 
scarce resources as it is for developing the 
global business continuity planning needed 
for complex catastrophes. Such coordination 
today is far from perfect. “Coordinated-planning 
among emergency services organizations is 
good.  But we are not close to having adequate 
planning with local authorities.”  

Personal priorities will also quickly become 
a serious issue. Cross-sector coordinated 
planning will be essential to optimize support for 
families of restoration and sustainment teams 
from all sectors – including finance.  If mass 
care NGOs and government agencies do not 
address this need, “critical personnel will be in 
short supply. People will want to stay home.  
Some will feel responsible for the common 
good, but for most … their first responsibility is 
to their family.”  

From EARTH 
EX London & 

Glasgow:

 In hospitals, 
critical machines 

such as respirators 
and incubators  

would stop 
working

How do you hold onto 
critical personnel 
for finance and key 
infrastructure sectors?  

Some will feel responsible 
for the common good.  
For most, their first 
responsibility is to their 
family.  Cross-sector 
planning will be essential.

These factors all make coordinated, carefully 
prioritized corporate and government planning 
essential, if we are to prepare for disasters on 
this scale.  
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Additional speakers

Additional government and NGO leaders with special roles and interest in Black Sky 
resilience provided participants with briefings and updates on the current status of 
resilience in the UK and Scotland.

TOBY GOULD OF LONDON 
RESILIENCE

Toby Gould, Deputy Head of the London 
Resilience Team, spoke of the wide-ranging 
planning, workshops and exercises London 
Resilience hosts and participants in. Mr. Gould 
highlighted their plan to participate in EARTH 
EX III /19 this year as one example. London 
Resilience also partners with University College 
London to provide in-depth academic content 
for their planning.

Noting a common theme heard in most 
resilience events, “Most companies tell you 
they are prepared”. Preparations for a shorter 
duration outage have improved substantially 
in recent years, with UPS systems, more 
generators, bunkered fuel, and plans spanning 
health care, transport, and fuel. However when 
asked, most acknowledge that a long term 
power outage would seriously disrupt their 
ability to operate.  

Toby Gould echoed a broad consensus among 
participants – public communication will be 
key to avoid panic. Today, messaging and 
coordination will rely on public radio stations and 
local information. 

ALASTAIR BROWN ON GLASGOW 
RESILIENCE

Alastair Brown, former Chief Resilience Officer 
for Glasgow, briefed participants in the Glasgow 
exercise on some of that city’s unique planning.  
As one of the “100 Resilient Cities,” resilience 
planning has received special attention in 
Glasgow, which now has an equivalent to 
the Central UK Government’s Cabinet Office 
Briefing Rooms (COBR) mechanism to handle 
disasters. “Sustainable Glasgow” planning 
looked at sector interdependencies, bringing the 
public, corporate and academic sectors into the 
conversation to create a common, multi-sector 
vision.

Mr. Brown articulated a fundamental principle 
he recommends as a perspective that has 
important consequences in planning:  “Only 
if everybody becomes resilient will the city be 
resilient.”

But while the city has taken resilience seriously 
in recent years and developed multi-sector 
plans, the planning does not extend to a long 
duration power outage, at durations that 
would shut down basic telecom networks and 
challenge emergency generation and fuel.  
Given the tight resource environment, the scale 
of such an event is a problem.
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RT. HON. LORD JAMES ARBUTHNOT

Lord James Arbuthnot illustrated the growing 
problem we face in a world intimately dependent 
on interconnected technology and global supply 
chains.

He paraphrased author Douglas Adams, 
“Technology is a word that describes something 
that does not work yet.”

Coping with the planet’s rapid growth from one 
to 7.5 billion people means developing ever 
more effective and interconnected systems 
that feed, medicate and transport us, and 
allow instant communication everywhere. 
Unfortunately, he explained, they have 
come into existence without any thought of 
comprehensive, all-sector coordinated security.

“100,000 ships sail the oceans to bring us food 
each day,” Lord Arbuthnot said, “and we have 
only a three day supply in supermarkets.” And 
while food shortages would cause societal 
breakdown, the story is similar for many other 
sectors. Given the implications of such systemic 
vulnerabilities for both natural hazards and the 
risk of exploitation by potential adversaries, the 
question is when, not if, something on this scale 
happens.

What can we do? Lord Arbuthnot divided his 
recommendations into two lists:

“FIVE THINGS TO STOP DOING:”

1. Stop pretending nothing will happen, so we 
don’t have to do anything about it.

2. Stop pretending somebody else will do it.

3. Stop pretending the army will take care of it.

4. Stop looking around and saying well, 
nobody else is doing anything about it.  
Inaction of others never justifies your own 
inaction.

5. Don’t decide that, “What the idiot next door 
does is what you should do. By definition he 
is an idiot.”

“SIX THINGS TO DO:”

1. Allow people to have the information they 
need to act.

2. Talk about it. The more we discuss this 
complex challenge with a wider group of 
people, the more solutions we will hear. We 
need more ideas on the table.

3. Once we have more ideas on the table we 
need to create communities that can take 
ownership of them. Communities are the 
key to survival.

4. Education and training: People should learn 
basic requirements for emergency drinking 
water, spare batteries and other supplies.

5. Form a plan – each of us – to deal with 
our own families, businesses and nations, 
depending on our responsibilities.  

6. Practice the plan.

In closing, Lord Arbuthnot commented that 
ensuring resilient Black Sky-scale planning 
by the finance sector is particularly important.  
However, of all the planning and tools 
needed, mechanisms that can enable wide 
communication represent the most fundamental 
need.   
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Next steps:   
EARTH EX III, 2019

04

D uring the exercise, General Heltzel 
provided a brief summary of EARTH 
EX Global, a planetary scale, all sector 

resilience exercise, designed to build all 
nation, all sector resilience collaboration and 
training for complex catastrophes. This unique 
exercise represents an important “next step” in 
building all sector, international Black Sky-class 
resilience.

EARTH EX II in 2018 included nearly 10,000 
executives in 1200 organizations spanning 32 
sectors in nine countries. In 2019, this annual 
exercise is being expanded, in partnership 
with the Resilience Shift. Focusing on extreme 
weather, it will be made available to all nations in 
multiple languages.4 It will support participation 
by all sectors, and designed to allow for 
expanded, interactive decision making.  

EARTH EX III, 2019 will take place on August 21 
in all time zones, worldwide. It will also be made 
available for some time following this date, by 
request, to accommodate schedule conflicts.   

(4) EARTH EX 2019 will be supported in English, Spanish and 
Hebrew. 
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I n his closing remarks, Avi Schnurr, CEO 
EIS Council, summarized some of the most 
fundamental conclusions emerging from the 

exercises.  

He suggested, first, adding another item to Lord 
Arbuthnot’s list: 

“Do not wait for the government to build 
Black Sky resilience planning.”

The vast majority of assets and services are in 
the private sector. If corporations in each critical 
sector begin expanding and cross-coordinating 
careful, systems engineering resilience planning 
to reach the Black Sky scale, government 
agencies will follow their lead.  

Second, Mr. Schnurr echoed the consensus 
that all-sector, interoperable emergency 
communication is the most fundamental need.  

“All-sector emergency communication that 
could survive a long outage is key.”

We need to start down the path of acquiring all-
hazard systems that do not depend on existing, 
grid-dependent national telecommunication 
networks. Over time, they will need to scale 
up to interconnect all sectors and their critical 
suppliers, government agencies and, ultimately, 
all nations.   

“Restoration from a complex, large scale 
catastrophe with distributed damage will 
take weeks, at best.”

As a particularly fundamental key to planning for 
extreme hazards, he referred to the discussion 
on the appropriate planning number for outage 
duration, and the need to plan for an outage 
lasting weeks to a month or longer, estimates 

now widely accepted in the U.S.

Recognizing this reality will make all resilience 
planning much more realistic.  

As an example, Mr. Schnurr reiterated that a far 
larger national supply of emergency generators 
is urgently needed for such outages.  Since 
nearly all available generators were brought into 
use in recent geographically limited disasters, 
existing supplies are seriously inadequate – 
a shortfall the UK shares with the U.S. and 
other major nations.  Acquiring, maintaining 
and advance planning for a far larger fleet 
of generators and nationwide emergency 
fuel distribution should be built into national 
resilience planning as a basic need.

Above all, Mr. Schnurr suggested, it is vital that 
we not turn inward in our thinking.  Our primary 
fear and concern for extreme hazards must 
become, not exclusively: 

‘What will our corporation need,’ 

but rather:

‘What are our most urgent responsibilities 
to other companies, sectors, nations?  
What if our organization could be the key 
to restoration or population sustainment, 
and – when the time comes – we haven’t 
prepared?’  

“In our modern world, that represents true 
strength in a nation.  

“If we can achieve this, we will transform our 
interdependencies into secure and resilient 
links that our partners can depend on in 
disaster.”

Summing up

05
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Earth from space, Gulf of Mexico, United States (Photo by NASA)
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resilienceshift.org

http://resilienceshift.org
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-resilience-shift/
https://twitter.com/resilienceshift
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